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Referral Crime Ring Costs Employers Millions

O

NE OF THE hidden cost drivers in
workers’ comp is fraud and while
many employers feel that fraud by
“injured workers” is the biggest problem,
there are also vendors in the system that
do their part to skim money from employers
and insurers.
Law enforcement in California recently
busted a fraud ring that required attorneys
to pay a monthly referral fee to a company
that brought the lawyers new clients and
then used the same company for a number
of services that were later billed to insurance companies.
Prosecutors estimate that the ring
swept 33,000 unknowing injured workers
into the scam and netted more than an estimated $300 million in insurance payouts
since the scheme was started in 2005.

How the scam works

Prosecutors allege that at the center of
the busted ring were two individuals – Carlos Arguello III and Edgar Gonzalez – and
their company Centro Legal Internacional.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

This kind of fraud is difficult to detect if you are an employer, as it may involve employees who are
legitimately injured but have been ensnared by a fraud ring to extract the maximum amount of cash
from your workers’ comp insurer.
Injured workers are often unwitting participants in the scam and they fall for a pitch that they will
receive a large award. Instead, often they receive less as a result of the attorney taking their share. Try to:
• Educate your employees on what to look for if someone approaches them about legal services
for their workplace injury.
• Help employees understand how workers’ compensation works and that for the best treatment
they should stick with the provider network that your insurer has arranged.
These physicians have the expertise to provide the appropriate care and treatment regimen for
industrial injuries to help injured workers safely return to work and start earning a paycheck again.
• Help them understand that if they are being pushed to sign a contract for attorney representation
they may not even need, it should raise a red flag.
• And if they are not meeting with the attorney but one of their representatives, that should also
be a red flag.
Under the arrangement, the company
agreed to furnish a minimum number of
referrals every month to some 30 attorneys. The lawyers paid a monthly fee to
Centro Legal and were also required to use
the services of other companies owned by
Arguello and Gonzalez, including a copy

service, and a document management and
scheduling company.
Centro Legal’s employees --- known as cappers -- handed out fliers for free consultations
See ‘Cappers’ on page 2
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HOME SECURITY

Keeping Your House Safe While Away on Vacation

M

ANY AMERICANS take a vacation during the summer,
heading out of town, often a few hundred miles away –
or sometimes further afield.
While you are away, your home will likely be sitting empty and
that could be a target for thieves. But there are precautions you
can take to thwart them.

Buy a home security system

A home security system is probably the very best way
to protect your home, aside from having
someone stay there while you are
gone. There are a number
of systems and services
on the market, so you
should take your time
to figure out which
one best suits your
needs and budget.

Keep quiet about your plans

While you may find it hard to resist the urge to tell all of your
contacts on social media that you are heading off on an exotic
holiday, you should not announce your plans – and should also
refrain from providing daily updates and selfies of your adventures.
It won’t hurt you to post that information when you return.
While you likely don’t have to worry about your friends and
family robbing your home, criminals online may lurk among your
friends’ contacts.
Remind your children to also refrain from posting their activity
on social media.

Make your home look lived in

Make your home look occupied by:
• Installing timer switches on a few lights and even your TV, so
that they turn on and off at certain times.
• If you park your car outside your home, ask a friend to periodically back out and park it differently to make it seem like
someone has driven the car.
• If there’s a swimming pool, keep the water in it circulating.
• Don’t cancel your lawn service and make sure to keep your
automatic sprinklers going on their timers.
• Ask the post office to put a hold on delivering mail.

Additional security measures

• Make sure all windows and doors are security locked.
• Put in a secondary blocking device on sliding doors
and windows so that they can’t be opened if a burglar
successfully unlocks them.
• Install exterior security lights with motion sensors that turn
on when someone approaches the house.
• If you have a security system in place, call the security
company to let them know you’ll be gone.
If you want to go even further in protecting your home, you can:
• Disconnect the garage door opener and lock it manually.
• Move valuables like expensive jewelry to your bank safety
deposit box or a home safe.
• Move any valuable furnishings out of sight from anyone
peering through your windows. v

Continued from page 1

‘Cappers’ Lured Injured Workers into Hiring Lawyers
and business cards in predominantly Hispanic neighborhoods, swap
meets and in burgs along the U.S.-Mexico border.
Centro Legal also bought ads in Spanish-language publications
and set up websites to attract would-be clients, offering them a “free
consultation” online or through a toll-free number.
Once someone called and gave their information, the company sent
an agent to the person’s home within 48 hours to get signatures on
documents as well as attorney retainer agreements, prosecutors say.
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The fallout

While it’s not illegal for attorneys to advertise their services for
representing injured workers, it is illegal under state law to pay for
referrals.
Ten attorneys and six other individuals have been charged for their
alleged roles. Among the charges are felonies including conspiring to
refer clients for compensation, referring patients with reckless disregard for the commission of fraud, and insurance fraud. v

WORKPLACE SAFETY

Creating a Strong Safety Program for Fleet Drivers

W

HILE MOST businesses with an automotive or trucking
fleet focus on safety, few businesses are actually monitoring their drivers to make sure they are adhering to the
company’s rules, a new study has found.
Many companies only pull reports on their drivers’ records on
an annual basis, which means they miss important developments
like a DUI or a few moving violations that will increase the cost of
insuring them.
In fact, 70% of companies with fleets do not even monitor their
drivers and 60% don’t have a safety program in place, according to
the study by SambaSafety, a firm that provides background screening
and driver safety records for companies.
The key to having a successful driver safety program in place
requires management buy-in and a company-wide culture focused
on safety that encompasses not only a company’s fleet drivers, but
also anybody in the operation that may drive their personal vehicles
on occasional company business.
SambaSafety recommends:
Motivating staff to be safer – The company advises against just
issuing warnings like “slow down” and “put away the phone,” and
instead focusing on what’s at stake if they don’t. Instead of numbers
and checklists, make a presentation that lets them think in terms of
their well-being, or even loss of life, for the best response.
Providing strong safety leadership – Creating a safety culture
requires leadership to model the behaviors that all employees should
adopt.
Not just focusing on fleet drivers – Any employees that use their
vehicles for work must also be part of the training and they should
know that you expect the same safe behavior of anybody you employ
that drives.

Drive home the point that an employer can be responsible for
anything that happens when employees are conducting company
business, even if they are running to the office supply store for you.
Being consistent – Just because you have a safety policy, it may
not be enough to get you off the hook if one of your drivers causes
an accident. Companies can be held responsible if they do not have
proactive intervention policies and detailed documentation.
Using data to your advantage — Collecting data on your employees’ driving habits can greatly improve your ability to make sure you
have a safe fleet of drivers. And the best way to do that is through
continuous driver monitoring.
“The right data can help employers accurately reward those who
are doing well, too, and securely keep up with disciplinary actions
toward those who are missing the mark,” SambaSafety says in its
report.
Do you have a strong safety policy for your drivers? The company
recommends that you ask the following of your safety program:
• Was the policy established with input from key stakeholders?
• Has it been clearly communicated to all employees?
• Does it tie in to company goals and mission?
• Do you provide your employees with regular reminders and
updates about your company’s safety policies?
• Is there complete buy-in from top management?
• Is the policy uniformly enforced?
• Is there a fair, diverse, professional board for incident review?
• Is data properly used to increase compliance?
• Is it time for an update? v
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SAFETY LEADERSHIP

How Management Can Demonstrate Safety Buy-In

W

E’VE HAD many articles about workplace safety and – as stressed in the item on page 3 of this month’s newsletter – that in
order for you to have a successful workplace safety program you need not only employee buy-in, but also management buy-in.
If the management can show its leadership and commitment to promoting and ensuring a safe workplace, getting staff to
fall in line is easier.
Dr. Isabel Perry, CEO of The Safety Doctor, a workplace safety app, recently posted a blog about the 18
examples of management involvement she has observed visiting job sites and conducting workplace
safety interviews, benchmarking, safety conferences and more.
These are the specific examples she identified of how a manager can show active safety leadership:

1. Creating a company safety committee.
2. Asking that safety functions, when assigned, report
to the committee chair.
3. Having a board of directors’ safety and health
committee.
4. Holding a monthly plant-wide safety meeting where
management in charge of safety takes questions
and addresses safety issues.
5. Having fatality and recordable incidents reported
directly to management in charge of safety at the
time of occurrence, or in a given time frame.
6. Ensuring that organizational safety expectations
are absolutely clear by asking every member of the
organization about them.
7. Being present, and supportive, whenever key safety
issues are decided. Demonstrate they are as important as key product and quality decisions.
8. Management in charge of safety should spend
daily time in the work environment (factory floor,
construction site, work areas) asking people about
safety and observing and commenting on issues.
9. Starting every meeting with a discussion of safety
or a safety tip.

10. Requiring a formal safety and health plan from every
manager, and holding them accountable for results.
11. Delivering the safety vision in person to every business/work unit (rather than sending it out in a memo).
12. Demonstrating commitment by picking up dropped
items, moving obstructions, helping out with safety
every day.
13. Making it clear that any accident is unacceptable and
asking hard questions about everyone, so people know
management is serious about having no accidents.
14. Empowering every employee to do what’s right for
safety. Support and encourage them when they make
a mistake.
15. Trying progressive approaches that fit into the
company business strategy and workplace culture.
16. Management should personally attend safety training.
17. Senior leadership should rotate in kicking off safety
classes.
18. Management should be well acquainted with the
facility safety rules and never violate any rule for
any reason. Challenge and hold people responsible for
anyone who does. v
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